
Discussion Starters for Parents and Teens
by Elizabeth Robinson, LPC

Please use this list of questions as a springboard to a conversation with your teen about the show 13 Reasons Why. Adapt 
the questions according to your teen’s age and maturity level. Please know that some of these questions will be very difficult 
to ask, and the answers might be difficult to hear.

What did you think of the series?
Starting with an open-ended question like this gives your teen the opportunity to take the conversation wherever 
they need it to go. Don’t be frustrated if initially the only response you get is something like “it was fine.” 

Was there a character that you identified with the most? Why?
This question will only give you insight into your child if you actually watched the series. Knowing which character 
your child feels most connected to will help you understand what issues your child might be struggling with.

Have you ever experienced the kind of bullying that Hannah experienced?
The answer to this is likely yes. I pray that they have not experienced it in the extreme way Hannah did, but every teen 
has been let down by a friend or made fun of by a peer at some point. They have all felt like an adult didn’t hear them 
at one time or another. Talk with your teen about the various ways Hannah felt hurt, and ask if they have experienced 
the same things. Ask them about how they dealt with these issues and if there is anything you can do to help them. 
Don’t just assume they want you to come in and fix the problem. Let them share their experience and then offer to 
help problem-solve.

One of the characters on the show, Jessica, was intoxicated when she was raped. What do you think this shows about the dangers 
of drinking and using drugs?
While we don’t want to blame the character for being raped, we do want to talk with our children about minimizing 
risk and making safe and godly choices.

Have you or has anyone you know ever been raped or touched in an inappropriate way without permission?
Unfortunately, nearly 1 in 5 women and 1 in 71 men will report being raped in their lifetime. I pray this will never 
happen to your teen, but you can help your teen understand that even things like a boy smacking a girl on the butt or 
pressing too close to her in line can be violating. Talk with your teen about any experiences they have had and share 
ideas or advice on what they can do in those situations. Talk with your teen boys about boundaries with girls. Remind 
them that something that may seem funny to them may damage a girl’s sense of self. Talk about how God would have 
them treat a young lady.
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How did the rape and suicide scenes affect you? Do you want to talk about those feelings?
The scenes of rape and suicide in the show are incredibly disturbing, especially for our emotionally vulnerable teens. 
Although this is a difficult subject, give them the opportunity to talk openly about their feelings.

Hannah doesn’t even try to reach out to an adult until the day she kills herself. Why do you think this is?
Talk with your child about why Hannah and the other characters did not reach out to the adults in the series. Ask if 
the way adults in the series are portrayed feels accurate to them. Ask them how Hannah could have handled things 
differently, and really hear their responses to this. Then ask them to identify three adults they could go to if they were 
truly struggling. Make sure you let them know that it is OK if you are not on that list. As parents we all want to be the 
person our child connects with, but sometimes, for a variety of reasons, our child is not going to be able to come to us. 
Let them know that you support them talking to other trusted adults if that is easier and that you will help them reach 
out to those people if they need you to do so. 

At one point in the show, Clay grabs Skye’s wrist and reveals self-inflicted cuts. She states, “That is what you do to not kill yourself.” 
Do you understand what she means by this?
Talk to your teen about self-harm as much as you are able. Ask them if they have ever considered or acted on this. Ask 
them about their friends also. For more facts about self-harm, visit www.mentalhealthamerica.net/self-injury.

Have you ever felt that life is too hard and that it would be better if you were not alive? Have you ever thought about doing 
something to harm or kill yourself?
This is a hard question to ask and may be a hard one to hear the answer to, but it is VITAL that you ask it. You will not 
give your teen any ideas by asking but may give them an opening to share feelings, and by doing so, may save their 
life. Also ask them about the experiences of their peers. Has anyone they know ever made comments like this? How 
did they respond? Is there more that you and your teen need to do to keep that child safe?

What message do you hope people take away from this series?
There really isn’t a right or wrong answer to this, so just let them share their thoughts and feelings.

What do you think the Bible says about the issues that are brought out in the show?
God’s Word speaks very clearly about sinful behavior. The devil works to get people to buy into the lie that if 
something wrong is fun or feels good, it is OK. We know as Christians that we struggle with sin each day, but we have a 
Savior who forgives those sins and who died to take them away.

Also, please reinforce to your teen that having a mental illness isn’t the result of a weak faith. Those who struggle with 
mental illness can’t simply “get over it” or “count their blessings” to make things OK. It’s not that simple. They need 
clinical intervention. When you combine that intervention with the hope found through Christ, true healing can take 
place. This series is missing the critical element of hope, and we as Christians know where true hope is found. We have 
faith. God’s Word tells us to love each other and be a light of faith shining in this dark world. And while ultimately each 
person is responsible for the decisions they make, we have the power to impact those around us in a positive way. 

WLCFS-Christian Family Solutions has a full staff of professional Christian counselors who work with children, teens, and 
families regarding mental health issues. Our services are available either in person at our clinic locations or via secure video.

To request an appointment with one of our licensed counselors, call us at 800.438.1772 or visit the Request Appointment 
page on our website at www.ChristianFamilySolutions.org.
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